
everyday
trusted support

With adjustable pads, the backrest can be optimized to the child‘s needs and will provide the 
right security. Large wheels (gel-filled or pumped), with shock absorbers of rear as well as 
front wheels, facilitate comfortable travel on uneven ground.

 the stroller offers a high seat comfort thanks to tilt in space and recline - so-called CRADLE, 
which will help you to put the child in the right position, making sure that the pressure is 
distributed evenly.

The MEWA - special purpose stroller is designed for children who are unable to walk or sit in the 
correct position as a result of injury or another condition.

Mewa is also fitted with a table that can be used for feeding, exercising or playing. Abduction 
belts stabilize the pelvis and secure the child from sliding out of the buggy.

ADJUSTABLE CANOPY WITH
WINDOW THERAPEUTIC TABLE

SUNSHADE

 
FIVE-POINT SAFETY BELTS

SEAT MINIMIZING KIT

MOSQUITO NET
RAINCOVER

CENTRAL BREAK
DIRECTIONAL LOCK OF FRONT 

WHEELS 

SHOCK ABSORBERS FOR WHEELS

why MEWA?

The stroller offers a practical function of 
tilting the seat together with backrest 
giving your child safe and the most 
ergonomic position during any travel. 

1 SEAT MINIMIZING KIT 
+ wide range of additional accessories

4 Reversible seat3

The construction of the stroller allows to 
easily rotate the seat opposite to the 
driving direction.

Foldable frame 
and removable seat

2

The construction of main elements of the 
stroller allows to disassemble it into 2 
separate units (frame and seat) – give 
yourself considerably more space!

A set of 4 separate, specially designed 
pads allows to perfectly adjust the 
stroller to the user needs. Additionally a 
var iet y  of  addit ional  accessor ies 
considerably enhances user comfort – 
create and enjoy your own set! a wide range of equipment

CRADLE function -
INCREDIBLY ERGONOMIC

NEW SOLUTION

seat width  28*/33 cm  

seat depth  26,5*/29 cm

backrest height 62 cm

footrest adjustable within 19 - 29 cm

total weight 23 kg

total lenght 111 cm

total height 120 cm

total width 65 cm * with regulation inserts

growth 90 - 125 cm

maximum weight 35 kg


